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What is this group about?

 
This is a society of serious formulators and wanna be formulators who
seek a shortcut to their questions and want to discuss their formulation
challenges and receive professional tips and advice about individual
ingredients as well as the overall formulation.
 
Who is this group for?

Formulators, cosmetic chemists and wanna be cosmetic chemists who are
active in formulating natural cosmetics. 
 
If you are making or want to make conventional hair and skin care this
group can not help you much and give answer to your questions. (you
are still very welcome to become a member but this should be clear to
you that SkinChakra‘s team is specialized in natural cosmetics and
couldn‘t be much help to you)
 
What this group does not do:

 
we do not replace any formulation school. There are several reliable and
respectable formulation schools scattered around the globe and we do
not replace any of them. If you are already enrolled in a school or plan
to enroll, please go ahead with your plan. In this group we discuss fine
tuning, tips and knowledge that is not taught or shared in any
formulation school.
 
 



We do not:

formulate for you
and our recommendations do not replace any stability or challenge
test for you. We can however, take your hand and guide you through
your formulation journey from repeating recipes to becoming a
competent and confident formulator (even if you are not a cosmetic
chemist), creating safe, stable and effective products and taking the
best out of your ingredients
 
All question 

are to be asked in the members‘ FB group or the forum. This
membership does not include private coaching, mentorship or
consultancy. You ask public (inside the membership group) and
receive your answers inside the membership group.
 
You can submit your question per mail or via Facebook message for
the monthly Q&A sessions with Elham as well. 

Satisfaction guarantee and refund policiy

1- There is no refund for single article purchase
2- For all subscription programs (1,3 and 6 months), we offer full
refund within 14 days. No questions asked. All possible payment and
exchange charges are deducted from the sum.
 



Pricing

Refund
 
Access to the article and all its
attachments
 
Participation in forum
discussions/asking questions
 
Facebook private group
 
Monthly Q&As with Elham
 
Formulation challenge
 
 

Single article        1m      3m        6m
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The access to the Facebook group runs parallel with the general

membership. When a membership is discontinued, there will be no

further access to the facebook group and to the forum


